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Why we insure? Do we insure the small bills or the big bills? 
Due to huge medical bills from private hospital. Insure big bills because we cannot afford to pay                 
for it. It will cause us financial difficulties paying for the bills. Small bills: hospital income (Daily                 
allowance), we must understand that no insurance comes free, we pay premium for every              
service. So instead of increasing your cost of insurance to insure the small bills, why not insure                 
the big bills. 
 

Criteria of choosing Medical Card 
If I’m admitted to hospital, and the bill comes to an enormous amount (say at RM300,000 per                 
admission), how much must I need to pay? 
 

Bad Medical Card 
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This company have 3 types of plans (Eg. RM350, RM250 & RM150). All the coverage is as                 
charged subject to the respective Limit per disability and overall annual limit. Basically it means               
even if you take the most expensive plan, you will still be subjected to the 3 types of limits. 1st is                     
Limit per disability/per illness in a lifetime is RM62.5k. 2nd is overall annual limit of RM125k. 3rd is                  
Lifetime Limit of RM375k. Generally a good medical card should not have so many limits,               
because it will not be good for us. Limits prevent us from insuring too much. In other words, we                   
need to pay more of the medical bill out from our own pocket. So we go back to the question, If                     
I’m admitted to hospital, and the bill comes to an enormous amount (say at RM300k per                
admission), how much must I need to pay? For this case, RM300,000 – RM62,500 =               
RM237,500. Practically we cannot claim. 
 

Good Medical Card 
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No Lifetime Limit. Annual Limit of RM1.5Million for a single year. So If I’m admitted to hospital,                 
and the bill comes to be RM300,000 , basically I don’t need to pay anything. However, there are                  
limits for Kidney Dialysis and Out-patient Cancer treatment. Under the original Plan, they cover              
you RM375,000. Under the Booster they cover RM750,000. So total they cover RM1.125Million. 
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How to compare Medical Plans 
How much premium I pay per dollar of “Bottleneck” claim. Bottleneck is a block by the insurance                 
company to prevent you from claiming too much. As per the bad medical card example above,                
the bottleneck is the Limit per disability of RM62,500. Example: If premium is RM1000 a year,                
and the bottleneck is RM62.5K, means basically I’m paying RM1 for RM62.50 dollar of              
bottleneck, which that is not a good ratio. On the other hand, for AIA, if premium is RM2000 a                   
year, and the bottleneck is RM1.125Million. So from this, we can know that actually AIA’s plan is                 
actually better. 
 

Example (Original Medical Card + Booster + Critical Illness) 

 
This one is for Room & board of RM250/day and together with booster. It boost the Coverage                 
up to RM1.5Million annual limit. There is no confinement limit. At the same time it has a                 
coverage of RM250K for critical illness. The cost if insurance comes up to be RM1,079 for the                 
1st year. 
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Example (Original Medical Card + Booster) 

 

 
This one is for Room & board of RM250/day and together with booster but without critical illness                 
of RM250K. The cost of insurance comes up to be RM987 for the 1st year. From here we know                   
that it only cost RM92/year for RM250K of critical illness coverage. When we buy this booster                
plan we have to buy it under life insurance policy, cannot buy as a standalone. 
 
There are 2 ways to buy medical card. 1st is to buy a medical card just as a medical card itself                     
(Eg. Standalone Medical card). Buy medical card as a rider attached to a life policy. Using the                 
2nd way, in fact you can save up to 20% to 37% cost of insurance. 
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Personal accident Policy 
If you buy only Life, TPD, Critical Illness and Medical Card. If there is an accident and you lose                   
sight of one eye. How much coverage can you claim? First of all, you can claim Medical Card,                  
which is medical bill, but you do not get cash. You cannot claim Critical Illness because this is                  
an accident. You cannot claim for Life as well because you are still alive. As for Total                 
Permanent Disability, taken into consideration your 2eyes, 2hand and 2legs. You need to have              
at least 2 parts dysfunction only you are eligible to claim for TPD. Assuming you lost sight of                  
1eye, you can only claim full if you buy a Personal Accident Policy. If you’re insuring RM1Million                 
PA Policy, the premium will come to less than RM1000/year. 
 

 
A good policy is from RHB. The premium for RM500k PA in RHB cost roughly RM400/year. For                 
Item No.2 Permanent Disablement, even if you lose one eye sight, you can claim for full. Item                 
No.5 Renewal Bonus, say if you do not claim for 3years, they will give you a bonus of coverage                   
for extra 15% which adds up to be RM575,000. Item No.6 No Claim Premium Refund, they will                 
pay you 10% cash back (every 3years) of the total accumulated 3years premium received by               
the company. So if you take into consideration all these benefits and your premium come up to                 
be less than RM400/year for RM500K coverage. It is quite attractive. 
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Housing Loan 

 
Say we are having a loan of RM100k with annual interest rate of 4.5% and a loan period of                   
30years. The monthly installment will be RM509.69 with 360 number of payments. Normally             
people will add up the total interest of RM82k to the loan amount. They will say I borrow                  
RM100k and I need to pay RM182k. Therefore people normally make the total interest a               
decision making factor, normally looking for a lower interest rate. But the Total Interest can               
actually be manipulated by reducing the loan period. If we reduce the loan period to 20years,                
the Total interest will be RM51.8k. This looks good because it seems like we are paying RM30k                 
lesser if we reduce the loan period by 10years. But this is not the right mindset, because money                  
overtime becomes smaller due to inflation. The money you have today is worth more than the                
money you have in the future. The RM500 you pay today will worth more than the RM500 you                  
pay in 30years time. So when we take RM506.69 and multiply by 360 to get rm82k, we are                  
assuming the value of money remains the same throughout the 30years, but in reality it is not                 
so. Money shrinks overtime, so we cannot add the total interest in this way. So the correct way                  
is to adjust the value of money overtime. 
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Assuming if you do not have housing loan, you put your surplus into fixed deposit. And the                 
investment return is 4%. The RM506.69 installment you pay in the first month is only worth                
RM505 today. As time goes by, the RM506 will worth lesser and lesser. 30years down the road,                 
your RM506 is only worth RM153 today. 
 
So instead of making Total Interest the decision making factor, we use Net Present Value. Net                
Present Value basically adds up all the payments you have to make for the next 30years and                 
bring it back to today, how much it is worth today. Use the formula              
“=pv(J5/12,Loan_Years*12,-E9)”, you will get a Net Present Value of RM69k. So although            
over a period of 30years I will be paying a total of RM182k installment, but if I bring all these                    
payments to today in present value, it is only RM69k. 
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A more extreme example to illustrate the point is to assume a loan of 2% interest and loan                  
period of 100years. If you just see it from the point of view of Total Interest, the Original Loan                   
you are paying RM82k interest. Taking special Loan will be paying RM131k interest. So most               
people will go for the Original Loan because the interest is lower. But this is totally wrong. In                  
Fact after adjusting Net Present Value, the total interest you pay for Special Loan is only                
RM28.9k. In other words, you take a loan of RM100k and invest with a return of 8%, then every                   
month you take out RM192.80 to pay for installment. You are virtually making a net profit of                 
RM71.1k (RM100k – RM28.9k) in today’s money. 
 
Ps: If the interest rate of your loan is lower than your investment return, you should take more loan and for a longer period.                        
Longer period means monthly installment will be lesser and have more money for investment.  
 

Flexi Loans 
If you got surplus and don’t know what to do with the surplus and you put it into your housing                    
loan, then the housing loan principal will reduce, interest charge will also be based on the                
reduce amount. 
 
If you have a loan of RM100k and you have a cash idling of RM20kin savings account. The                  
bank will charge you 4.5% interest for RM100k loan but will not pay you 4.5% interest on the                  
RM20k, so you are losing out. On the other hand, using flexi, you can dump in RM20k into the                   
housing loan, thereby reducing your principal to RM80k (Bank will charge you interest base on               
RM80k only). Since it is Semi flexi, whenever you need the money, the bank will release back                 
the money to you, subjected to RM50 processing fees and a few working days. So you can                 
actually view this as your RM20k earning you 4.5% interest for you instead of idling in savings                 
account. Full flexi is the same but it doesn’t charge you RM50 for withdrawal fee and your                 
request is immediate. However, the interest rate for full flexi is higher by 0.1% a year. 
 
 

...THE END... 
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